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Fiber optic systems 
carrying digitized 
video, voice and 
data are broadly 
deployed in rugged, 
harsh environments 
including specialized 

applications in aircraft avionics, ground systems, 
initiators, weapon systems, sensors, space, and 
other high-performance environments. Highly-
engineered fiber optic termini, together with their 
precision-machined and/or injection molded 
connector packaging, are the key to delivering low 
data-loss and reliable, repeatable performance.

The advantages of a connection system that can 
transmit the equivalent of 24,000 telephone calls 
simultaneously through fibers thinner than a 
human hair go beyond just this mind-boggling data-
transmission rate. Fiber optic systems save size 
and weight, are immune to EMI interference, are 
electrically isolated for spark-free operation, and 
enhance security by transmitting optical signals 
that are nearly impossible to intercept.

The challenge of course for many conventional fiber 
optic technologies is the rugged nature of military 
and aerospace-grade application environments. 
With data transmitting through a fiber core only 
9.3 microns in diameter, a single speck of dust on 
a conventional butt-joint contact terminus could 
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completely disrupt transmission. This might not 
be a problem in a controlled, sealed environment, 
but a fiber optic interconnect system deployed 
in a fighter jet or in a harsh naval application 
needs to be aggressively sealed for long-term 
environmental performance. Ditto when it comes to 
rugged tolerance to vibration and shock, extremes 
in temperature, radiation exposure and other 
environmental and mechanical stress factors. 
That these factors can change radically from one 
environment to the next only adds to the complexity 
of designing and manufacturing fiber optic 
interconnect systems for rugged environments. 

Glenair specializes in the supply of fiber optic 
connectors and cables for military / defense and 

other harsh environment applications with their 
unique range of performance requirements. 
Appreciating and meeting these conditions is 
the key to delivering low data-loss and reliable, 
repeatable performance in mission-critical 
applications.

“Repeatable and reliable 
performance when subjected to 
extraordinary environmental and 
mechanical stress”
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Overview
Every one of the application environments we have 
just highlighted—from subsea to earth orbit—
depends on reliable interconnect performance even 
in the face of severe levels of vibration and shock. 

We define vibration as a “mechanically induced high-
repetition-rate motion” such as might be produced by 
propulsion systems, thrusters, propellers, and so on. 
Shock on the other hand is a “short duration, single-
impulse event.” Examples would include collisions, 
weapon impacts, and explosions. 

These two harsh-environment mechanical stress 
factors are particularly important to consider when 
designing and testing butt-joint (or physical contact) 
fiber optic interconnects because the majority of 
these mechanical stress factors are felt exactly where 
“repeatable and reliable performance” is most readily 
compromised—at the fiber optic termini mating 
interface. The effects of vibration in a cable can best 
be visualized as a wave on a rope, with the highest 
concentration of stress occurring at the end point or 
termination.

Vibration is an important element in 
designing and testing all connectors 
because the forces created can induce 
electrical or optical signal transmission 
failure (commonly referred to as an 
open circuit) and in addition may result 
in physical (mechanical ) damage to 
components. In fiber optic interconnect 
systems, a broad range of compensating 
design elements are considered including 
tight dimensional tolerancing, terminus 
and connector material types, terminus 
spr ing  tens ion ,  a l ignment  s leeve 
architecture and others. The weight and 

size of component parts are particularly critical. As 
Isaac Newton derived: when acceleration is multiplied 
by the mass of the connector, it creates vibration 
force. 

Force = Mass × Acceleration, 
demonstrating that a heavier object will exhibit more 
force than a lighter object given the same acceleration. 

We typically design and test for two different types of 
vibration: Sine vibration in which the frequency and 

Vibration testing is usually done at higher levels than the real applications. These accelerated life exposure tests 
subject interconnects to higher accelerations over a shorter duration than the actual expected environment. These 
grueling tests may include high heat or hanging weights from test cables to ensure mission-critical interconnect 

components can withstand extreme harsh-environment conditions.
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magnitude are constant (uncommon in nature) and 
random vibration in which frequency and magnitude 
vary over time. To ensure that components can meet 
vibration frequencies and magnitudes in critical 
systems, connectors and cable assemblies are tested 
against established industry specifications, principally 
MIL-STD-801D test methods 514.7 (vibration).

In laboratory testing, vibration frequency is measured 
in Hertz (Hz), or the number of times the motion is 
repeated in every second. By way of illustration, the 
typical vibrations on many aircraft range from 20 
to 2,000 Hz. Under both sine and random vibration 
testing, direction or vector of the vibration waveform 
is measured in three axes: X, Y,  and Z. The magnitude 
(or amplitude) of the vibration is simply the length or 
stroke of the motion. These two forces, frequency 
and amplitude, may 
b e  t h o u g h t  o f  a s 
waves crashing on a 
beach. The number 
of waves in a given 
period of time is the 
frequency. The height 
or size of the wave is 
the amplitude.

One additional factor in designing interconnect 
components for severe levels of vibration is the all-
too-common failure to correctly or fully mount or 

Testing for 
Performance

Interconnect components are mainly tested for random vibration, where the frequency and magnitude vary with time— 
like a car riding on a rough, bumpy road.

mate interconnect devices. Such failures can cause 
resonance. A resonance is an enhancement of the 
vibration amplitude in a narrow frequency band due 
to a feedback mechanism. This could be due to the 
fixture used to test the parts, improper installation, 
or a design flaw. Glenair interconnects are designed 
to avoid resonant frequencies in the vibration range 
under consideration because these resonances 
significantly accelerate the wear and fretting corrosion 
of mated contact surfaces, ultimately creating an open 
circuit. Improper installation can lead to mechanical 
damage of  “loose” bodies when they get “banged” 
around during take-off and landing. Resonating, 

Vibration forces can induce “open circuit” optical or electrical 
transmission failure, and mechanical damage like the broken 

mounting flange shown here.
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Connector 
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Control 
Accelerometer Connector 
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Shock 
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Adapter Plate / 

Cube Fixture

A mechanical shock test setup. In this instance, the Z and Y 
axes are being tested. The pneumatic shock machine mimics  

a strong impact.

A hammer test apparatus diagram from the MIL-S-901D 
shipboard high-impact shock standard. A 400 pound hammer 
impact ensures interconnect components are rugged enough 

to withstand the type of shock which could be incurred in a 
torpedo strike. 

Pyrotechnic shock testing ensures that ruggedized 
interconnects can withstand the intense shock 
experienced in an explosive-initiated event like a rocket 
stage separation which can subject components to up to 35,000 G. 
A mechanical apparatus can replace actual explosives for testing.

loosely coupled plugs and receptacles experience 
connector de-mating and/or worn out elements 
such as the interfacial seal or insulator surface. A 
resonating cable can break the wire, optical fiber, 
or the contact crimp joint and can cause overall 
structural fatigue resulting in breakage or fracture. 

To prevent these failure modes, vibration testing 
is usually done at higher levels than real-world 
applications. This is an accelerated life-exposure 
test, testing the connector to higher accelerations 
for a shorter period of time rather than the actual 
expected environment for longer durations. For 
example, we test all classes of connectors by vibrating 
the connector from a state of rest, to the maximum 
allowable amplitude, and back to rest. This provides 
us a margin of safety in our products and peace-of-
mind for our customers. 

SH
OC

K Shock differs from vibration in that it is a 
very short duration, single-impulse event. 
It acts the same way on our connectors 
as vibration does, but non-repetitively and 
at much higher accelerations.

There are three different application-
driven shock styles that are applicable 
to connectors: mechanical, high-impact, 
and pyrotechnic . Mechanical shock is 

produced by an impact or drop; high-impact shock 
tests are meant to test the product beyond its capacity; 
and pyrotechnic shock is the result of an explosion. 
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The acceleration of Gravity, “G,” is used to describe 
the magnitude of a shock. The shock pulse can be 
characterized by its peak acceleration, the duration, and 
the shape of the shock pulse. This creates three basic 
impulse types: half-sine, sawtooth, and trapezoidal.

In much the same way as vibration, shock can 
create forces that can induce electrical or optical 
signal transmission failure (open circuit) or cause 
mechanical damage. Shock also induces mechanical 
structural failures and disassembly. Shock motion 
tests subject connectors to potential damage by 
accelerating the connector from rest to the maximum 
allowed position, to a sudden stop. Acceleration 
multiplied by mass creates the force (Again, F = MxA). 

Extreme temperatures are a hallmark of 
the rugged environments our products 
must operate in. Critical systems such as 
engine cores or liquid propellant valves 
often have sensors to assess their 
heath and status, and this requires 
some form of optical or electrical 
signal transmission. The path of 
this transmission will lead through 
zones of a craft that may see further 
thermal excursions. It is our job to 
make sure that this transmission 
path is guaranteed under all normal 
operating conditions, as well as in some 
emergency situations.   

Definition and importance
Temperature is a measure of the amount of heat 
energy present in matter. It varies with the flow of 
heat into or out of an object. At a microscopic scale, 
the temperature is an indication of the molecular 
or atomic motion present in matter. As such, it is 
a fundamental parameter in the consideration of 
properties of a physical object. Temperature affects 
the mechanical, electrical and optical properties of a 
product, often interdependently and is of paramount 
importance when describing the performance of a 
product.

Testing a F110-General Electric-129 F-16 Fighting Falcon engine 
at at Shaw Air Force Base, S.C. The extreme heat generated 

by jet engines makes for a challenging environment for signal 
transmissions from critical sensors.
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Above, the “classical” shock pulses in their theoretical shapes and actual pulse shapes as measured and graphed in laboratory tests.
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The previous two examples show a basic distinction 
between thermal processes, ones that are reversible 
and others that are not. Temperature is a great 
enabler of chemical reactions, often not reversible. 
Understanding both the reversible (operational) 
thermal phenomenon as well as the non-reversible 
ones (aging, chemical or structural degradation) 
is thus of paramount importance to ensuring that 
the performance of our products is held over the 
complete life cycle. 

The good news is that thermal environments are 
relatively easy to reproduce. At Glenair we operate 
countless ovens, refrigeration chambers, and thermal 
cycling systems. Some operate as stand-alone rigs, 
while others are used in conjunction with another 
test. Some chambers are as small as a few cubic 
inches, while others are almost two stories high. 
Thermal exposure is the great ‘revealer’ in the design 
process. It is frequently the first test for our new 
products for it’s quick and telling. Vibration testing 
is in that category as well, although slightly more 
time-consuming. 

Design examples
The appropriate choice of materials is one of the 
first decisions a designer will make, often before 
the mechanical design work begins. Two families of 
Glenair connectors illustrate the thermal constraints 
in choosing the right materials and design: glass-
sealed hermetic connectors and filtered connectors. 
To fulfill their purpose, these connectors necessitate 

Being such a fundamental parameter, it is also one 
that rapidly brings us to the limits of what can be 
achieved with a certain technology, or a certain 
material. For example, many polymers used in our 
products are fundamentally held together by the 
bond between a carbon and an oxygen atom (forming 
organic polymers, such as epoxies or thermoplastics). 
At elevated temperature, the molecular motions 
become strong enough to degrade these bonds, 
and the material properties will degrade rapidly. 
Another example can be cited from our electronics 
products, where thermal energy can slow the flow 
of electrons in a semi-conductor and thus degrade 
its performance. 

Testing for 
Performance

One of Glenair’s testing ovens. Environmental exposure testing 
includes temperature temperature shock, and temperature  

life aging

Glenair’s board-mount parallel optical transceivers with visible 
heat-dissipation features: a grid for convection cooling (left) and 

a conduction-cooling design for space applications (right)
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not always easily achieved as the required design 
density grows. A good illustration is provided by 
our new parallel optical transceivers, where the 
cooling grids are visible on the outside of the package. 
Ultimately in opto-electronics it is often the laser that 
sets the fundamental thermal limit of the product, in 
a volume comparable to that of a grain of sand. That 
area must receive the electrical power to generate 
light and evacuate heat while letting the light exit the 
structure. Because this is such a critical element 
of the design and assembly Glenair will test 100% 
of the products over the full temperature range. 
An onerous task—but indispensable to ensure the 
highest performance in all situations. Performing 
complete tests further enables engineers to adjust 
and optimize the operating parameters that will 
prevail during normal operation. 

The strongest source of radiation on earth 
is the sun. In addition to the visible light, 
our star emits electromagnetic radiation 
and charged par ticles over a broad 
spectrum of energy. Nuclear reactors, fuel 
re-processing plants and experimental 
colliders also contain intense radiation 
zones. Natural radiation sources on earth 
are not generally intense enough to be of 
concern to our products. 

In order to protect our systems from 
radiation, it is important to understand the 

the use of a very specific dielectric material (Boro-
silicate glass, or Barium Titanate ceramic). These 
materials must be accommodated in a metallic shell 
with contacts. In one case the goal is to form a sealed 
bond between the metal and the glass, in the other we 
require a capacitor to contact each pin and the shell 
ground. The behavior of the assembly must be studied 
carefully over the temperature range that the part will 
be exposed to. In the case of hermetic connectors, the 
connector must be heated sufficiently for the glass to 
liquefy and adhere to the metallic surfaces. During 
the cooling cycle, the materials must be thermally 
matched to prevent the formation of undesired 
stresses in the parts. For filtered connectors, the 
thermal process of soldering each pin to a capacitor 
must be well understood to prevent cracks from 
forming during the cooling, or subsequent operational 
thermal cycling. 

The most advanced thermal designs are required 
for our state-of-the-art photonic products. Higher 
data-rates often also mean the amount of power 
dissipated by the electronic chips increase. This 
power generates heat that must be conducted away 
from the circuit immediately. Thermal bonding 
becomes as important as having good electrical 
connectivity, and designers are always on the lookout 
for a better path to remove heat from the electronics. 
The key elements to achieving this goal are to use 
highly heat-conductive materials, short paths to 
cooler areas (typically a nearby heat-sink). This is 

Designing for 
Performance: Radiation-Tolerant PCB-Mount Optoelectronic Modules

050-360 Dual 
Transmitter

050-361 Dual 
Receiver

050-362 Transceiver 050-363 Quad 
Transmitter

050-364 Quad 
Receiver

050-385 Dual 
Transceiver
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Glenair’s PCB-mount opto-electronic transmitter, receiver, and transceiver modules intended for space applications 
are subjected to the most severe tests for earth-orbiting spacecraft components: 2000-hour accelerated aging 

tests at +85°C; 1000 temperature cycles from -55°C to +125°C, additional temperature cycling from -40°C to +85°C; 
operational vibration and shock testing followed by 650 G, 0.9 ms shock pulses, 10 shocks per direction in all three 

axes; radiation exposure to 165 krad of gamma radiation (from a cobalt-60 source) and 2.5 X 1012 neutrons/cm2 , while
operating under continuous error monitoring—with no errors detected.
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nature and the type of interactions with materials. 
Radiation that changes the electronic state of matter 
is called ionizing. Simplistically this means that the 
radiation (or particles) can impart enough energy 
to an atom or molecule to detach an electron from 
its bound state. The resulting free electron can then 
proceed to bind itself to another structure and leave 
behind a positive charge and/or a broken molecular 
bond. For shielding materials, this process is very 
desirable because in ionizing the shielding material, 
the radiation was prevented from affecting the critical 
areas. For active components on the other hand we 
want to select materials that are immune to this 
process as much as possible to prevent damage. 
In addition to this chemical interaction (ionizing), 
radiation can also have an electronic impact by 
rendering insulators conductive and allowing current 
to flow through areas where it was not designed to 
go. This impact is reversible; when the radiation stops 
the devices will revert to normal function. 

In order to understand the susceptibility of a material 
to radiation, we need to make a small detour into 
the laws of quantum mechanics that apply at the 
level of atoms and molecules. Indeed, at those very 
fine scales the distinction between a wave and a 

par ticle becomes blurred. A ray of 
sunlight can be equivalently described 
as an electromagnetic wave or as a 
shower of photons. In the reminder of 
this description we will use particle 
descriptions, even if for X-Ray light 
is typically thought of as a wave, not 
a particle. 

The main par t ic les present  in 
radiation from the sun or from a 

nuclear reactor can be divided into 
charged and neutral particles. Alpha 

and beta particles have charge (++ or 
+/- respectively) and charge is important 

because when those particles whiz by the 
earth, they create an electrical current that 

interacts with the earth’s magnetic field. The 
result is that alpha and beta particles from the 

sun get tangled up in the magnetic field of the earth, 
and rarely make it down into the atmosphere at our 
altitudes. A satellite traveling outside of this magnetic 
shield, however, will need to be given considerable 
protection from this type of radiation to ensure proper 
functioning. Both types of charged particles can 
be effectively shielded using aluminum or acrylic 
materials, for instance.

Neutral particles such as neutrons, X-Ray, or Gamma-
ray particles or rays don’t interact with the magnetic 
field around the earth. Interactions of electromagnetic 
particles with matter are strongly dependent on how 
much energy they carry and is roughly proportional 
to the density of the material they traverse. If volume 
is not a constraint, a concrete wall can be used. If the 
shield must be small, lead is an effective absorber. 
Neither is very attractive on a satellite, and hence 

The strongest source of radiation on earth is the sun. In 
addition to the visible light, our star emits electromagnetic 

radiation and charged particles over a broad spectrum 
of energy.

Acceptable Dose (Mrad)
Bipolar Power Transistors 0.2 Mrad
MOSFET Transistors (on SiC) 1 Mrad 1

Schottky Diodes (on SiC) 1 Mrad 1

Epoxy Resin 100 Mrad 2 
Kapton (polyimide) 400 Mrad 3

Kynar (PVDF)—mild damage 10 Mrad 2

Silicone rubber 1 Mrad 4

Teflon (FEP) 0.1 Mrad 2

Epoxy-Glass Laminates 10 Mrad 2

Acceptable radiation doses for typical materials used in electronics. 
Measurements were performed using 60Co Gamma radiation.
1 Steffens et.al. RADECS 2017
2 Hanks et.al. NASA-CR-1781, 1971 

3 Golliher et.al. NASA/TM-2001-210245
4 NASA Langley SP-8053, June 1970
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the benefit of using materials and designs that are 
immune to damage from X-Ray or Gamma-Ray. 
Neutrons can be blocked by light materials such 
as Helium in the atmosphere or Lithium in certain 
reactors. Neutrons are not stable particles, and decay 
rapidly if they are not bound in an atomic nucleus. 

Units of radiation dose
In order to quantify the effects of radiation, we need 
two units. The first is flux (or irradiance), expressed 
in power per unit surface (W/m2). The second is the 
absorbed dose of ionizing radiation, expressed in 
Gray (Gy). It accounts for energy (in Joules) deposited 
by the radiation in a kilogram of material. Even though 
its use is discouraged, the technical literature will often 
use rad or Mrad units, and the conversion is 100 rad 
= 1Gy (or 1Mrad=10kGy). For neutrons, some authors 
will use the fluence as a measure of total number of 
neutrons per surface unit (typically expressed in cm-2). 

As illustration, the table on the opposite page shows 
the acceptable amount of radiation for a few materials.

How much ionizing radiation is there?
Unfortunately, there is no simple answer to this 
question in space. The total radiation dose must be 

calculated for every given satellite over its expected 
life. The dose can range between a few krad to several 
hundreds of Mrad depending on the duration of the 
mission, the level of shielding and the orbit selected. 
Even for a given mission profile, the results can vary 
widely depending on solar activity. 

The use of optical fibers in radiation environments 
presents a particularly interesting challenge, as 
fibers lose their transparency in the presence of 
radiation. This phenomenon is usually called radiation 
darkening or radiation induced attenuation (RIA). 
Standard off-the-shelf materials can exhibit excess 
losses due to radiation as high as 30-40dB/km for 
every krad of gamma ray exposure (for reference, 
the optical absorption of standard single mode fiber 
is about 0.2dB/km). If the optical link is a short point-
to-point hop on a satellite, some standard fibers may 
be acceptable. For longer propagation distances, the 
optical fibers must be specifically engineered for the 
radiation environment. The materials used to achieve 
light guiding in the core of the fibers are different for 
this situation. 

The International Space Station utilizes a unique temperature-tolerant (-55° to +125°) fiber, but because of the Station’s orbit location, the 
fiber is not radiation-hardened. Spacecraft in other orbit locations do require specialized rad-hard fibers. Other interconnect materials 
(like epoxy), and termination methods are given special consideration for any space application.
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Word Puzzles

CAVE

____ ____

____

____

__ RD _ E__

__ R_

FEET M___ H___

H___

P___R__ R ___ R

____________

BELL ____

____

____

B__ M

B___

PEAR HEAR

B___ ___ D

___ N_ EAR___ K

WORD INTERCONNECT: connect the hexagon cells by 
making a new word that is only one letter different from 
the starting word. Each hexagon must connect to only two 
adjacent hexagons.

S A T U R A T E D
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Go to www.glenair.com/qwikconnect for answers

____

____

B__ M

T___

____

__ A_

___ N

FOUR-LETTER WORDS: Each of the four-letter words in the 
table below is actually the middle of a longer word. Fill in the 
blanks to create the original eight-letter word.

D U S T

T A C O

D E A R

L O I S

C U B A

A Q U A

C O L A

M E S A

WORD PYRAMID: Build a 
pyramid starting with the 
word “SATURATED” at the 
base. Remove one letter 
from the word and rearrange 
the remaining letters to build 
a new eight-letter word on 
the next level. Continue the 
same process until you get 
to a single letter at the top.

S A T U R A T E D
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Fiber optic interconnect systems are subject to the 
same environmental stress factors as electrical 
systems. In fact, one could argue that the need for 
robust sealing of the F/O mating interface and tight-
tolerance termini retention and alignment are even 
more critical to the performance of optical systems.

Butt-joint (physical contact) fiber optic termini and 
connector designs can be broken into two major 
categories: rear-release and front-release. Rear-

release termini are typically designed for use with 
connector housings that were originally conceived 
as electrical connectors, and adapted into fiber optic 
solutions late in the series life-cycle. Examples 
include MIL-DTL-38999 Series III connector, and 
Glenair’s own Signature Mighty Mouse and Series 
79 designs. 

The rear-release design itself is relatively simple, 
with environmental sealing and termini retention 

Designing for 
Performance: Anatomy of Rear-Release Optical Termini

Anatomy of Rear-Release Cavities

PIN TERMINUS SOCKET TERMINUS

Alignment 
Sleeve Cover

No Cavity  
Seal

No Cavity  
Seal

Alignment 
Sleeve

Front 
Body

Rear 
BodyBody

Wire 
Seal

Spring

No Retention 
Clip

No Retention 
ClipFerrule Ferrule Spring 

Bushing

M29504/04 Pin and M29504/05 Socket Termini for US Navy Avionics Applications

D38999 Series III Size 16 Pin and Socket Cavities for US Navy Avionics Applications

PIN 
CAVITY

SOCKET 
CAVITY

Rigid Plastic 
Insulator

Rigid Plastic 
Insulator

Interfacial 
Seal

Retention 
Clip

5-piece Pin Insulator 
Stack Assembly

4-piece Socket Insulator 
Stack Assembly

Mechanical Sealing and Termini Retention in Rear-Release and 
Front-Release Fiber Optic Termini
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clips incorporated directly into the connector’s insert 
stack—an assembly constructed from multiple layers 
of insulating and sealing materials and a captured 
retention clip.

Front-release termini, on the other hand, integrate 
environmental o-ring sealing features and termini 
retention clips directly into the terminus body itself. 
Purpose-designed fiber optic connectors such as MIL-
DTL-28876, Glenair Front Release (GFR) and Glenair 

High Density (GHD) feature these simplified, one-
piece connector inserts. This streamlined connector 
insert design for front-release 
fiber optic termini allows for 
higher density (more termini 
per connector) and may be 
used for quick-turnaround 
custom designs and prototypes, 
or hybrid optical / electrical 
interconnects.

Designing for 
Performance: Anatomy of Front-Release Optical Termini

Anatomy of Front-Release Cavities

PIN TERMINUS SOCKET TERMINUS

M28876 Pin and Socket Cavities for US Navy Shipboard Applications

M29504/14 Pin and M29504/15 Socket Termini for US Navy Shipboard Applications

Rear 
Body BodySpring Front 

Body

Socket 
Alignment Sleeve / 

Assembly

Cavity 
Seal

Cavity 
Seal

FerruleSpring 
BushingRetention Clip Retention ClipFerrule

PIN 
CAVITY

SOCKET 
CAVITY

One-Piece Pin and Socket 
Inserts

The innovative GHD 
front-release terminus 
with integral seal and 

clip enables nearly 
double the density of 

standard mil-spec 
designs
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AEROSPACE
Military Glenair High Density (GHD)

Glenair High Density (GHD)  is the fiber optic connection 
system of choice for military aerospace applications that demand 
a smaller and lighter interconnect with outstanding optical and 
environmental performance. Glenair developed GHD to exceed 
MIL-DTL-38999 type fiber optic performance with an innovative 
terminus design that incorporates  sealing and retention features 
to allow nearly double the density of standard mil-spec solutions.

GHD’s high-density cavity spacing is acheived with an innovative front-release terminus design that incorporates a high-force spring and 
compression bushing that enables low-loss performance even in high-vibration / high-shock applications.

LOW MASS
DYNAMIC VIBRATION AND 
SHOCK RESISTANCE
EXTREME TEMPERATURE 
RESISTANCE
ENVIRONMENTALLY SEALED
CORROSION RESISTANCE
FLAMMABILITY, TOXICITY, LOW-
SMOKE
INDIRECT LIGHTNING STRIKE
EASE-OF-MAINTENANCE
UNCOMPROMISED RELIABILITY

ENVIRONMENTAL
SEAL O-RING

RETAINING CLIPØ1.25mm
FERRULE

SPRING

CRIMP SLEEVE
COMPRESSION
BUSHING
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High-Force 
Spring

High-Force 
Spring

Designing for 
Performance

The GHD terminus features a high-force 
spring which optimizes return loss 

performance, but also ensures physical 
contact of mating ferrules and prevents end 
face separation in high shock and vibration 

environment.
Non-keyed GHD 

terminus
GHD terminus,  

keyed for APC polish

GHD’s shell-to-shell 
bottoming enables mating 
insert cavities to “square 

up” to each other in a 
repeatable manner, ensures 

consistent spring force 
at working height, and 

prevents movement between 
mating connectors during 
harsh shock and vibration 
exposure. The connector 
interface is sealed with a 
piston-style O-ring seal 

for robust environmental 
protection.

Guide Pins facilitate repeatable optical performance by ensuring 
alignment between mating cavities. 
Threaded-coupling connectors without guide pins can “sweep” 
relative to each other when torqued. Misaligned cavities will force 
the split ceramic alignment sleeve to work harder to bring mating 
termini into alignment. Stressed alignment sleeves can expand  
(and possibly break), resulting in high optical loss.

Tight-Tolerance MIL-DTL-38999  Series III type
• Composite, aluminum and stainless steel shells available
• QPL size #16 MIL-PRF-29504 /4 and /5 precision ceramic termini
• Singlemode and multimode fiber, from 9/125 to 1000 microns
• Ultra-low insertion loss, <.50dB typical
• From 2 to 37 Termini
• Patented MIL-DTL-38999 fiber optic test probes and adapters

ALSO-AVAILABLE 
MIL-STANDARD TECHNOLOGY: 

Guide Pins

Removable Alignment 
Sleeve Retainer with 

Guide Pins
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AEROSPACE
Commercial

Series 806 Mil-Aero  is a Glenair Signature solution designed 
for advanced fiber optic performance in a reduced size- and weight 
package. Designed from the ground up to meet the requirements of 
aircraft engine and SWAMP (Severe Wind And Moisture Problem) 
areas, Series 806 incorporates features to withstand the harsh 
vibration, shock, pressure, and temperature challenges of modern 
aircraft applications. This innovative connector design meets 
key performance benchmarks in rigid conformance with MIL-
DTL-38999 Series III—at nearly half the size and weight.

MIL-DTL-38999
smallest shell 

(size 11)
.750 in. mating 

threads
2 #16 electrical 

or optical 
contacts / 

termini

Series 806 Mil-Aero
smallest shell (size 8)

.500 in. mating 
threads

3 #20 electrical or 
optical contacts / 

termini

SAVE SIZE AND WEIGHT 
WITH SERIES 806 MIL-AERO 
CONNECTORS

Series 806 Mil-Aero

DYNAMIC VIBRATION AND SHOCK RESISTANCE
EXTREME TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE
ENVIRONMENTALLY SEALED
PRESSURIZED AND NON-PRESSURIZED ZONES
CORROSION-RESISTANCE
FLAMMABILITY, TOXICITY, LOW-SMOKE
INDIRECT LIGHTNING STRIKE
EASE-OF-MAINTENANCE
UNCOMPROMISED RELIABILITY
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Ultra-Low dB Loss ARINC 801 Fiber Optics
• Genderless terminus design eliminates pin 

and socket complexity
• Rear-release size #16 termini
• Singlemode and multimode
• Mechanical and environmental performance 

IAW ARINC 801 standards
• Sav-Con Connector Savers available

Designing for 
Performance

This side-by-side comparison shows the shallow ramp stub 
Acme triple-start thread of the Series 806 (right) compared to 
the steeper thread of a standard D38999 Series III connector 

(left). The 806 thread is more resistant to loosening under 
vibration compared to the standard mil-spec part.

The O-ring peripheral seal not only provides an excellent 
moisture seal, but also a mechanical and electrical benefit. 
Because the O-ring displaces radially, it allows full metal-

to-metal bottoming without the use of tightening tools. This 
feature, combined with the shallow ramp threads, results in 

secure, vibration-resistant coupling by hand, no tool required. 
Metal-to-metal bottoming is essential for long-term mechanical 

survivability, EMI, and shell-to-shell conductivity.

MIL-DTL-38999 Series III Series 806 Mil-Aero

Stainless Steel 
Coupling  Nut 
Retainer Ring

Rear-Installed 
Aluminum 

Coupling Nut

High-Temp Tolerant 
Thermoset Epoxy 

Insert
Durable 

Aluminum 
Ratchet Teeth

Stainless Steel 
Anti-Decoupling 

Spring

ALSO-AVAILABLE 
INDUSTRY-STANDARD TECHNOLOGY: 
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Satellites
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MT Ferrule Fiber Optic

Ruggedized, high-density MT ferrule fiber optics  
in Glenair signature SuperNine® D38999 circular and Series 79 
rectangular connectors bring together the high density of proven-
performance MT fiber optic ferrules with the durable mating 
and harsh-environment performance of Glenair aerospace-
grade connectors. SuperNine® “better than QPL” MIL-DTL-38999 
connectors feature advanced mating and anti-vibration / shock 
performance. Series 79 miniature connectors optimize SWaP as 
the world’s smallest ruggedized MT connector solution.

THE MT FERRULE HIGH-
DENSITY ADVANTAGE

24 
fibers

3 
fibers

Up to 24 fibers in a single compact, 
lightweight ferrule (7mm x 3mm) 

SuperNine MT and Series 79 MT 
connectors are compatible with both 

standard and expanded-beam  
MT ferrules

LOW MASS
HIGH FIBER DENSITY 
DYNAMIC VIBRATION AND SHOCK RESISTANCE
RADIATION HARDENED / TESTED
HIGH RELIABILITY
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SuperNine® MT Select Mechanical Performance Specifications
Test Description Performance Requirements/Specifications

Mechanical Shock
300 G Half-sine Pulse, 3 ms Duration, 3 Times Both Direction Each Axis 
per TIA-455-14A

Vibration, Random
49.5 Grms at Ambient Temperature per MIL-STD-1678-3, 
Measurement 3201, Test Condition C, 5.3c,  
8 hours exposure each axis

Mating Durability 500 Mating Cycles per TIA-455-21A

Humidity *
90%-95% RH, 96 hour Exposure per TIA-455-5C, Method A, Test 
Condition A

Thermal Cycle *
5 Cycles, -40°C to 85°C with 1 hour Exposure per EIA-364-32F, 
Condition VIII, Method A

Temperature Life * 85°C for 336 hours per TIA-455-4C
*cable and epoxy dependent

Series 79 MT Select Mechanical Performance Specifications per QTP-773 and Test Report GT-19-111
Test Description Test Results per QTP-773 and Test Report GT-19-111

Temperature Cycling: per  
TIA/EIA-455-3, Test Condition C-2

- 40°C to +85°C, 5 Cycles, 56 hours 
Max. CIT = .25 dB; Max. IL post-test = .30 dB

Mating Durability
First 100 cycles with CIT measured every 10 cycles
Max. CIT = 0.12 dB; Max. IL post-test = 0.20 dB

Mating Durability, Extended
From 101st cycle to 500th cycle with CIT measured every 25 cycles
Max. CIT = 0.21 dB; Max. IL post-test = 0.30 dB

Physical Shock 1: 50g Peak, 11 ms 
duration, per TIA/EIA-455-14, Test 
Condition E

Max. CIT = 0.14 dB; Max. IL post-test = 0.42 dB; discontinuity ≤0.5 dB 
@ <1 us.

Physical Shock 2: 160g Peak,  
4 ms duration, per MIL-STD-202, 
Method 213

Max. CIT = 0.04 dB; Max. IL post-test = 0.40 dB; discontinuity ≤0.5 dB 
@ <1 us.

Additional Physical Shock: 300g 
Peak, 0.5 ms duration, per MIL-STD-
833E, Method 2002.4 (30 shocks 
total)

Max. CIT = .15 dB; Max. IL post-test = 0.20 dB; discontinuity ≤0.5 dB @ 
<1 us.

Vibration 1: 5-15 Hz, .12" double 
amplitude, 2 hours/axis (6 hours 
total) per MIL-STD-202, test 
condition 201, Sinusoidal

Max. CIT (Change In Transmission) =  
0.06 dB; Max. IL post-test = 0.37 dB

Vibration 2 : 20g Peak, 10-2,000 
Hz, 4 hours/axis (12 hours total) 
per TIA-455-11, Test Condition IV, 
Sinusoidal

Max. CIT (Change In Transmission) =  
 0.08 dB; Max. IL post-test = 0.43 dB

Designing for 
Performance

Parallel Optic Photonic Transceiver Modules
ALSO-AVAILABLE 
SPACE-GRADE TECHNOLOGY: 

• 4 X 14 to 4 X 25 Gbps per fiber (up to 100 Gbps)
• 12-channel Tx and Rx with 10Gbps/channel
• SiGe and GaAs optoelectronic ICs
• Hermetic opto-electronic hybrid
• 46 Grms, 650G shock
• -40°C to +85°C case temp
• Heavy ion radiation-tested

Conduction-
cooled design 

for space 
applications
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SeaKing Fiber Optic

SeaKing™ Fiber Optic Connectors  offer rugged 10K 
PSI open-face pressure rated performance for data-intensive 
marine, subsea, and oil & gas industry applications. Glenair 
SeaKing™ Fiber solutions include harsh-environment overmolded 
cable assemblies, multibranch inside-the-box jumpers, as well 
as Glenair signature high-temp, high-vibration transceivers and 
optical-to-electrical media converters. Pressure-balanced oil-
filled (PBOF) cable assemblies are also available for deep subsea 
applications.

HIGH CHANNEL DENSITY 
DYNAMIC VIBRATION AND SHOCK 
RESISTANCE
ENVIRONMENTALLY SEALED
PRESSURE RESISTANCE

CORROSION RESISTANCE
FLAMMABILITY, TOXICITY, LOW-SMOKE
EASE-OF-MAINTENANCE
UNCOMPROMISED RELIABILITY

NAVAL/
Marine/ Su

bs
ea

SeaKing Fiber Optic connectors are 
ideal for riser monitoring systems, 
subsea factories, or oil platforms 
where high datarates meet high 

pressure and harsh environments.
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MIL-PRF-28876 QPL and NGCON Fiber Optics
ALSO-AVAILABLE 
MIL-SPEC TECHNOLOGY: 

SeaKing™ Fiber Optic Select Mechanical Performance Specifications
7.6 Dielectric Withstanding 
Voltage (All Parts)

Connectors shall be tested in accordance with test  procedure EIA-364-20 Method C and Condition I, 
at 1200 VAC ± 10% 60 second and there shall  be no evidence of electric breakdown or flashover.

7.7 Insulation Resistance  
(All Parts)

 Connectors shall be tested in accordance with test procedure EIA-364-21. Connector contacts shall be 
tested 5 GΩ at 500 VDC ±10% voltage source at room temperature

7.8 Durability

Connectors shall be tested in accordance with EIA-364-9, IEC-60512-5 Test 9a. The wired, assembled 
plugs and receptacles shall be mated and unmated 300 cycles. The mating and unmating shall be 
accomplished so that the plug and receptacle are completely separated during each cycle. After the 
durability test is completed a pass 5 GΩ at 500 VDC insulation resistance test from each contact to 
every other contact and the shell.

7.9 Thermal Shock (All Parts)

Test in accordance with test procedure EIA-364-32 Method A. Unmated connectors shall be subjected 
to 5 cycles at temperature of -20ºC to 105ºC ± 5ºC. There shall be no evidence of cracking, breaking or 
loosening. After the thermal shock test is completed a pass 5 GΩ at 500 VDC insulation resistance test 
from each contact to every other contact and the shell.

7.10 Salt Spray (Group 2 only)

Connectors shall be tested in accordance with test procedure EIA-364-26 Condition C. The connectors 
shall be fully populated and immersion time 500 hours. At the end of the immersion duration while 
still immersed, insulation resistance 5 GΩ at 500 VDC test shall be completed from each contact to 
every other contact and the shell.

7.11 Hydrostatic Pressure

Connectors shall be test in accordance with procedure per ISO-13628-6 except the minimum period 
of measurement shall be three minutes. Replace Interface O-rings before pressure testing 
 - Hydrostatic Pressure Testing – Open Face – BCR Individual 
 - Hydrostatic Pressure Testing – Mated Condition – Mated Pair 
 - Hydrostatic Pressure Testing – Glass sealed Inserts 
 8 cycles – 3X 5min-dwell @ 11,000 + 4X 5min-dwell @ 15,000 + 1 X 1hr-dwell @ 15,000psi. Ramp 
3,000psi/min – Reference 

Harsh-environment overmolded fiber optic 
jumpers

Pressure-Balanced Oil-Filled (PBOF)  
high-pressure assemblies

Pressure-sealed connectors with inside-the-
box ST-, FC-, and LC- type connectors

Qualified M29504 termini 
and M28876 connectors / 

accessories

Next-generation connectors and rear-release genderless 
termini IAW the emerging MIL-PRF-64266 standard

High-pressure 
fiber optic cable 
with chemical-
resistant Viton® 

or polyurethane 
overmolding

High-pressure 
fiber optic cable in 
clear polyurethane 

tubing. Straight, 
45°, and 90° PBOF 

backshells

10K PSI high-pressure 
open face SeaKing Fiber 

connector terminated 
to industry-standard 

F/O connectors.

Designing for 
Performance
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In the Shadow of Wuhan
The quote, may you live in interesting times, comes to mind as I write this column. What 
a roller-coaster ride these past weeks and months have been. 

“The aerospace industry is fighting for its life.” Or so says a recent article on the Internet. 
Commercial airlines are taking a beating due to a massive drop in bookings. Airports 
are feeling the squeeze as non-essential travel slows to a trickle. The ripple effect is 
endless, as every cog in the supply chain—from suppliers like Glenair to giant industry 
OEMs—gets hammered by both the pandemic itself and the lockdown. 

But as painful as the economic side is, the human tragedy is even greater. Being careful 
to protect their privacy, I can share with you the sad news that Glenair has lost two 
of our beloved staff members to the virus and seen others suffer through illness and 
hospitalization. As I expressed to our team in a recent communication, these events 
have been nothing short of body blows to our organization. What the families of 
these individuals must be experiencing goes without saying or even understanding. 

It is in this context that Peter Kaufman and I wanted to take this opportunity to 
express our gratitude to everyone on the Glenair team—especially and including your 
families—for your dedicated efforts during this crisis. We really couldn’t be prouder of 
the way all of you have responded to this incredible challenge. Clearly there continues 
to be uncertainty, but we are confident that with more of this same spirit—especially 
our “me and you against the problem” principle of working together to overcome 
obstacles, we will navigate whatever comes our way and do it with our accustomed 
Glenair success. 

Many decades ago Glenair made the decision to keep our design, production and 
assembly work right here in the USA. To a marvelous extent this has sheltered us from 
the economic turmoil in China, Mexico and elsewhere. And yet now, despite these 
precautions, we find ourselves touched—in as painful a way as we can imagine—by 
events originating far, far away from our home in California. Some might say that 
pandemics of this sort are predictable and inevitable. That may be so. But that doesn’t 
make the shadows they cast any less dark.  

To our valued customers, suppliers and partners, please understand that our number 
one priority over the coming months—even as we return the company to full 
production mode—is the health, safety and welfare of our worldwide team. On behalf 
of each member of that team, you have our thanks for your ongoing patience, as well 
as our time-tested commitment to deliver.
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